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February 16, 1984

Suit filed

of negligence
By WENDY EDEN
News Editor
State representative Alvin Holmes, D
Montgomery has asked for cutoffs in funding for 10 Alabama universities, including
Jacksonville State, on the basis of
discrimination against blacks in hiring
faculty members.
The black lawmaker, in a letter sent to
Federal Education Secretary, Terrell Bell,
listed Auburn University, The University of
South Alabama, The University of AlabamaTuscaloosa, The University AlabamaHuntsville, Troy State, The University of
North Alabama, Livingston University, The
University of Montevallo, AuburnMontgomery and Jacksonville State a s
having an inadequate number, of blacks in
staff positions.
According to Holmes's letter, Jacksonville State employs 254 non-blacks and 15
blacks, with a percentage of 3.4. "He said we
are doing better than most," said JSU
President Theron Montgomery, "but it still
was not good enough."
Montgomery, who had met Holmes at a
recent hearing, denied the charges brought
against the school. "We seek qualified
faculty members regardless of their race.
said ~ontgomery,' ' ~ n qualified
~
black
would be considered."
Schools regarded as having an adeauate
number of black staff fembers ' are
Alabama State University, with 71 nonblacks and 156 blacks, and Alabama A&M,

with 77 non-blacks and 1M blacks employed.
The University of North Alabama employes 182 non-blacks and 7 blacks, The
University of South Alabama 524 non-blacks
and 15blacks, Troy State 176 non-blacks and
4 black, The University of AlabamaTuscaloosa 909 non-blacks and 22 blacks,
Auburn University 925 non-blacks and 7
blacks, The University of AlabamaMontgomery 209 non-blacks and 2 blacks,
Livingston University 74 non-blacks and 1
black, The University of Montevallo 143nonblacks and 2 blacks and Auburn UniversityMontgomery 169 non-blacks and 15 blacks.
Holmes stated that the above numbers
"support my conclusion that black citizens
are being systematically, though not subtly
denied equal employment opportunities
within the public university system."
"We've gone from a 2 percent to a 16
percent increase in the black student body,"
added Montgomery. If money is cut from
the ten schools listed, it is most .likely to be
in the forms of loans and scholarships.
Montgomery said this in effect would be
hurting the black students instead of
helping.
A portion ot the Civil Rights Act of 1964,
accordihg to Holmes, permits federal mfficials to withdraw funfunding
to institutions
that discriminate on the basis of color.
A hearing is scheduled for this week at the
U.S. ~ i s t r Court
s
in Birmingham to see if
U.S. District Judge U. W. Chnon, who is
black, will hear the case.

Two Peregrine warriors prepare to go on
the field of baffle in recent Society for
Creative Anachro~lism War when JSU

Canton of Peregrine met Falling Star of
Troy State to start yet another rivalry. See
pages 10.11 for story and more pictures.

Senator representation by academic coIIeges proposed
By MIKE LIVINGSTON
Associate Editor
Student Government President Phil Sisk
informally proposed having senators
elected through the colleges instead of dorm
senators. Sisk says he is basing the system
on the University of Alabama's SGA.
Morris Bull Kay, SGA treasurer, said the
system will be more fair since people in
each college will have equal representation.
Sisk and Kay have been working together
on the project. They said 5,754 people are
enrolled this spring and this means there
will be one senator for every 100 students or
57 senators. The president said an amendment will be proposed at next week's
meeting and asked for input from the
senators.
Much of the evening's discussion centered
around an amendment to close the loophole
about spending $500 or more by the vicepresident without senate approval.

The bill sponsored by senators Ray president, about action on the asbestos buildmgs. Green add& it would be up to the
Hudson, Rick G X ' e e n , ~ ~ bAlvis
~ ~ 1and Todd problem. Green feels the administration is state legislature to find funds to finance the
Homan has been presented in several dif- taking action. He was told it will cost 1.5 to 5 project.
(See SGA, Page 2)
ferent forms. The latest version proposes nillion to remove the material from .the
that a committee of at least 15 senators and
students appointed by the spring senate
serve during the summer to assure student
body representation of actions taken and
decisions made involving plans for the
academic year 1 W .
posed to be delivered to the
By GREG SPOON
c o m ~ gii, the campus.
Managing Editor
Every morning, at 8:30 campus.
Several senators discussed the amend"I think the error rate is a.m., fifteen bags of mail
ment and decided this would solve the
problems the officers have during the mini- low considering what we arrives at the mail center.
According to Laura
terms when many contracts come up for the start with each morning," The workers sort the mail Taylor, certified packages
coming school year. If the amendment said Claude Gaddy of Special which is grouped into dif- are left a t the Jacksonville
ferent categories. Faculty Post Office and students
passes, the board will meet every other Services.
This response was in mail is put up first, followed have to go there to claim
week during the summer and will be an
active body until the first fall SGA meeting. regard to a question asked by-student mail. Among the them. A pink slip is placed in
Monday morning at the mail items received Monday were the student's box and he-she
Senator Green said this will be the center. The administration 104 pieces of misaddressed must take it when picking up
beginning of the senate's looking at long invited the CHANTICLEER mail, nine already opened the package.
term goals. He also gave a report on his staff to observe the process packages, and a certified
meeting with Dr. Montgomery, university used to sort and put up mail package which is not s u p
(See MAIL, Page 2)

Officials try to remedy mail issue
.
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Education cost at #1,912
$8,109,781 in equipment. The
By DONNA AVANS
So you think $350 pays for a 1983-1984 operating budget
apsemester's education at JSU. includes utilities
proaching $2 million anActually, the per student
cost of education at this nually, employee (teacher,
institution is closer to $1,912. staff, etc.) salaries, inOf course, determining the structional supplies, office
exact cost of a semester's supplies, and student sereducation is a near- vices like the SGA, counand
guidance,
impossible task; many seling
placement,
and
the
library.
factors must be considered
Auxiliary
enterprises-the
in
making
such
a
calculation. University dormitories, the universityComptroller Ben Kirkland owned apartments, and the
believes using the operating campus bookstore-are not
budget and total university included in the estimate
because they are generally
assets depreciated gives self supporting.
a reasonable estimate.
The cost of the buildings,
Capital assets include
$36,522,293 in buildings and for the purposes of this

Publication of

Most students seem to
believe that either the
university is breaking even
or reaping a profit. In fact,
however, only 22 percent of
the cost of one student's
portion of the operating
budget is met by the
student's $350. Only 18
percent of the total cost is
paid by the student paying
full tuition. State funds, etc.,
cover the remainder.

story allowed

In a special meeting last Friday, members of the Auburn ti^^^ ~~~~d

JSU Mail Center

estimate, was assumed to be
spread over 30 years and
equipment costs over 5
years. The fall and spring
semester student enrollment
approximations of 6,400 and
5,800 were used.

unanimously agreed to allowCircle. the
Literary ~ a g a d n e editor
,
Margaret &kl
to print the story "Me and Jimmy,"
contains the word f- k 22 h a , in the
winter edition of the Circle.

Next, HOusel said that Renk1 undeniably
had the ''sole power and responsibility'' to
decide what was to be printed in the

magazine.
He added that the committee "had no
choice but to MY this" because of a
Recently three Chanticleer staff members combinations. Out of approximately eight
precedent set in a similar case in 1973when
and university officials made a random hundred boxes tried*
sixty Open* with ease.
a circuit judge ruled in favor of a University
search of mail boxes to find those with set
According to Dean of Students Pat Bar- of Mississippi student publication.
nes, cl~airmanof the Board, the meeting
The report also suggested that a
was called to hear the report and r ~ o m - disclairner,pe placed in the front cover of the
(Continued from Page 1)
n~endationsof an ad hot cox-nmittee a P magazine saying that these stories do not
When asked about whether mail is initialed by the set the combination so aU he p0inted to investigate the ~h'~llmstances reflect the view and opinions of AU students,
or not there is any proof as tc
putting it in the box or she had to do was open it. c0ncerWg Renkl's resignation as editor administration, faculty and trustees, and
where the missing mail is before it is put in. If there is Of those sixty, three con- and the controversy surrounding the that additional disclaimers be placed at the
Gaddy replied, "I, an error, the person tained checks f ram the Udversit~Printing Service's stopping of end of "Me and Jimmy" and "Being Gay at
going,
printing of this story and another essay Auburn."
have none." It is easy to see responsible for that area can university.
why letters get lost. There be determined.
Students complam about "Being Gay at Auburn."
House1 said even though the committee
Barnes said she wanted further in- unanimously agreed with Renkl's rights a s
was one letter which had a
"Packages that won't fii mail being lost, stolen, eke..
phone number in place of the into the boxes," said Laura Leaving a box "open" is not vestigation of the issue because she wanted an editor, they also unanimously disagreed
zip code. Another letter, Taylor, supervisor ~f the going to help the situatiun. the committee "to make the most deliberate with the use of the word in the magazine.
According to Housel, "using this word will
addressed to Wendy Ede~:. center, "are kept behind the Mr. Gaddy said that d l decision possible."
had k e n sent to OrlanC(\ desk and a s!ip is placed in complaints are followed up,
David Housel, director of Sports In- lower the level of the Circle to that of
Florida, before arriving in the student's box notifying The supervisor checks out all formation and chairman of the ad hoe magazinesnormall~kept under the counter
Jacksonville. This is not him-her that the package possibilities when trying to committee, presented the report to the in
Renkl disagreed saying, "the word is used
uncommor, Several pieces needs to be picked up. Every trace ,mail.
Board and made several points.
Were sent to Jacks o nville, stude~tworker knows what
First, he said that University Printing in context, not in a void.-..The colloquial
The concern that has
F'L,
instead oi !3 their to do and does it."
xisenover the campus mail Service "went far beyond the bounds" of language is necessary to define the
correct destination.
Three CHANTICLEER e n t e r is being handled by their contract with the Clrcle because they . character in the story.
Itenklsaidshe and the
staff
~ rGaddy
.
stefed, .'I feel staff members, along with the adminioliation. Any never mentioned "up front" to Itenkl that
whether "Me and Jimmy" is to be
that if a letter gets to us, it university officials, made a possible way of improving they had the right to stop the printing of
prlded.
will get in the right box. It randomsearchof mail boxes the system is being in- questionable material.
goes through several hands to find boxes with set stigated.Mr. Gaddy said, "If
before it gets to
Each combinations. Out of the 864 students work in conjunction
worker in the center has a boxes examined, . sixty with the mail center, most of
specific area in which he or. opened without difficulty the problems can be
,j
she works. Every piece of becawe the boxholder had resolved."

-

Md

SGA

,Continued from
Sisk reported on action being taken at
Auburn and Alabama where students are
being moved out of affected housing.
The SGAthen recognized a member of the
Afro American Association to present a bill
asking for $1,250 for speakers during the
month of February, which is Black History
month.
The main problem with the AAA bill is the
fact that the senator in charge of minority

Page 1)
k3ti0n be granted. The bill passed allocating
$1,250 out of a budget of $1,500 for the
speakers.
Senator Pig Clark asked for $200 for the
boxing tournafnent. He told the senate the
money made will be returned to the budget.
The motion passed.
The SGA is also looking into having a band
this spring. The concert may be sponsored
by the Milier distributor like last fall's
'Producer' concert. The entertainment

,

Phi Mu Alpha will sponsor the 1984 Mbs
JSU Pageant. Shown here is Teresa
Cheatham, 1978 Miss Alabama and former
.

.

JSU student. Also shown is Jon Paul
Campbell, vice-president of Phi Mu Alpha
and Rachel Jones, pageant director.
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Mondale rallies to festival's aid
Joan Mondale, wife of the Democratic fronbrunner, will
join the citizens of a small Southern town in a kind of oldfashioned "barn-raising" when she visits Anniston,
Alabama, February 17. Like good neighbors throughout
America's pioneer history, Anniston is going all out to help
its nationally-acclaimed Alabama Shakespeare Festival
recover and rebuild after an arsonist's torch destroyed
more than $250.000 worth of hand-made period costumes,
and Mrs. Mondale has offered to help.
Long known as a leading and effective spokesman for the
arts m America, Mrs. Mondale will star at a benefit "Coffee
Break" which will klck off the festival's effort to raise
money to start bulldmg a new stock of costumes to replace
the more than 1,000 pieces lost in the blaze January 26.
Greeting Mrs. Mondale will be several of the people
responsible for what has been called "one of the finest
collections of period costumes in the country".
"The Ladles", as they are affectionately called in their
hometown, are a small group of members of the Alabama
Shakespeare ~ ~ ~quild
t who
i ~ have
~ put
l their handsewing skills to work for Shakespeare. In the festival's 1 2
year history, they have logged over 100,OM volunteer hours
m the costume shop, sewing millions of pearls, miles of
hand-made lace, knitting chain-mail armour, and piecing
dozens of scraps of fur into a cloak fit for a king.
"We were eaten up with pride over those costumes," said
Mary Hobbs, one of the Ladies. "It really was a labor of

love ! "
Anniston is eaten up with pride too-and citizens from all
walks of life are rallying to help the festival, which was
built in large measure by community pride from a tentative
beginning in 1972 to national prominence as one of
America's best classical repertory theatres. The community is determined not to let tragedy defeat one of its
own.
Support for the rebullding effort ranges from $30,000 fro
the City of Anniston and an emergency grant fro
Governor George C. Wallace of $5,000, to $10 from a loya
supporter who 1s working two part-time jobs and living in a
church garret while studying for the priesthood.
The I~I~miale
visit is expected to attract many prominent
'eaders in the arts*
planning to attend are
Ruby Lerner, Executive Director of Alternate ROOTS,
Atlanta; M. J. Zakzrewski, Alabama Stab2 CoLlIlcil On the
Arts and Humanities; and Walter COX,Committee for the
Humanities in Alabama, as well as the chairman of area
arts
Mrs. Mondale's appearance will be at 9 a.m. Friday,
February 17, at the Downtowner, 300 Quintard Avenue.
Tickets for the Coffee Break are $10 each, and are available
at The Festival Office, at St. Michael's, 18th and Cobb,
Hudson's Box Office, and SouthTrust Bank. For further
information call Jim Volz, ASF (205) 236-7503.

Jobs available through Cape Cod program
A,

TheCape Cod Summer Job
Bureau gathers all pertment
tacts on available summer
employment and publishes
this intormation m a concise
Job Directory which is
available to college students
and teachers by February
1st each year.
Names and addresses of
individual seasonal employers are hsted in separate

p b categories from bar- portant tips on how to land a
tenders to yacht crews.
good summer job.
The Job Bureau is a servlce agency, and therefore
This year the Job Dreccharges no tees to employers
tory
has a section devoted to
or employees.
housing which lists
addresses
people
An easy-to-use job appllcation form, which is now lease rooms, eff iciencies,
familiar to the local em- cottages, apartments, and
ployer, is included with the group
Directory along with irnA usetul reference
of

the area is included as is a
summary of educational
opportunities tor college
credit, and cultural classes
the arts.
For a copy of the 1984
Directory send $3 (mcludes
1st Class Postage & handllng) to: Cape Cod Summer
Job Bureau, Box 594, Barnstable, MA 02630.

MAKE $128200
FOR COUEGE WHllE YOU'RE
GOING TO COUEGE.
CORPORATION
America's newest and fastest-growing nationwide corporation inv~tesyou to earn next year's tuition before June.
~f you are energetic, outgoing, ambitious, and
you enjoy meeting new people, we may just have
the opportunity you've always wanted.
Work part-time or full-time.
Set your own hours.
We need Local Representatives and Area
Coordinators.
For continuing students, this expands into a
highly-lucrative summer position, which flexes
back in the fall to fit your academic schedule.
Many permanent positions are available nationwide, as well.
This is a rare and unique ground-floor opportunity which probably will not repeat, once the
necessary personnel have been acquired.
To apply, send a self-addressed, stamped,
business-size envelope. Application form and information will reach you by return mail.
Quest ron-Corporation
Suite 204
2012 Grove Avenue
Richmond, VA 23220
*

Give your local Army Reserve unit a weekend
a month and a couple of summers during college,
and they'll give you over $12,000for college. Up to
$4,000 in college aid is yours just for joining most
units. Plus over $2,200for two summer training
periods. And another $6,000for serving a weekend a month plus two weeks a year. Interested?
For more idormation call any of the numbers'listed
below. Or stop by.

SFC DlSON
Annitton

237-6021

ARMY RESERVE
BEAUYOU CAN BE^

-
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Viewpoints
Challenge made;
victory depends
on student body
Today is Thursday and tonight the fighting G ~ ~ ~ C O
basketball team is returning to Pete Mathews Coliseum
after a two game road trip.
Today students will decide whether 'Intimidation Week'
was just a last gasp attempt to be a real campus or the start
of an active campus which supports sports teams at the
University.

C K

Miss America scores a moral victory

The time has come for students to stop wearing those
Alabama. Auburn Ceoraia and Tech shirts and realize we
are at ~acksonville~ t a t h n i v e r s i tTonight
~.
we can prove
we are willing to go to the game and not have to be 'Bribed'
with tickets and other free items to watch the game.
Jacksonville has a winner with the basketball program
and 13,500 fans attended last week's games. The big
question is a simple one. Can the fans keep coming out to
the home games or was this one of those passing fads?
We would like to believe we have started to realize the fun
we have been missing a s college students. Maybe that is
why we watched Alabama, Georgia, eta1on the T.V. or road
trip to see other colleges play. If this is so, we have missed a
real chance at live sports. We have teams rlght here on
campus we can support.
Students had fun at the last three games, and there is no
reason why this can't go on and on season after season on
our campus.
Last week was 'Intimidating!'. If you just looked at the
faces on the basketball team at the West Georgia game and
compared them to a December game at Pete Mathews, you
will show up every night. A home team in basketball can get
a 10 point advantage if they have a good noisy crowd. Let's
intimidate our team to the NCAA'S.

T iT 7,:.?I Ab!T7r13FT,R
The Chant~cleerwas establ~shedas a student
newspaper in 1934. The office is located in
room 102 TMB.
lynn LePine
Editor-In-Chief

Mike Livingston
Associate Editor

Greg Spoon
Managing Editor

Steve Camp
Sports Editor

Wendy Eden
News Editor

Martha Ritch
Entertainment Editor

Carol Scan tland
Organizations Editor

Barry Foshee
Graphics

'?

David Strickland
Ad Manager

lamie Strickland
Business Manager

ji

Melinda Cailahar
Secretary
University Photographe
Staff Writers
ce Manning, Tim Whitmire dn

By ROY WILLIAMS
The 1984 Miss America has been the victim of a great
injustice-she is not being accepted by many of her own
people. Vanessa Williams, a twenty-yeardd New Yorker,
shocked America last year when she won the Miss America
title. However, Vanessa has been unfairly treated by
thousands of blacks not willing to accept her as the first
black Miss America. Although she is black, Ms. Williams is
one of thousands of blacks with Caucasian features-she has
auburncolored straight hair, a very light brown complexion, and green eyes. She is, however, a true black
American.
Since the first day she won the title, Ms. Williams has
been the recipient of an inordinate amount of criticism from
blacks. People speaking against her have ranged from a
prominent black professor to average black citizens.
All of these people point to the fact that Vanessa does not
have normal black features; therefore, they say that she
really is not the first black Miss America. She has been
accused of having won because of her so-called "white
features". A leading critic of the new Miss America is Dr.
Alvin Poussaint, a professor at Harvard. In EBONY
magazine, he said, "Until you get a Miss America with
ro features, I don't think you can say color was
her selection." A black columnist for the
ost wrote, "...Williams' victory serves only as
confirmation that the lighter your skin, the
better your chances of being accepted." Even average
black Americans have treated her harshly, with a
statement in EBONY that read, "Until they start picking
someone who looks like most blacks, I don't see anything to
rave about" and "Williams is proof that the old 1950's
standards of what is 'an acceptable Negro' to the White
race still exists." Although statements such as these are
totally absurd and unfair to Vanessa Williams, she will
have to put up with them all year long from some blacks
who are never quite satisfied.
The reason for Ms. Williams' criticism is much deeper
than her light complexion and other features. EBONY
magazine pointed out that Vanessa has a white boyfriend.
This has angered some blacks even morethey feel that not

only does she not look black, but she also does not act black.
However, this is Not true. Several inter-racial couples exist
in America. And criticizing Miss America because of her
light complexion is not only unfair to her but also to the
thousands of other fair-skinned blacks living in this country. An attack on Vanessa is an attack against all lightskinned black Americari;. It is unfortunate that this
minority group of blacks is "condemned" by its own race,
made to feel ashamed and less proud for something beyond
their control, and subjected to prejudices wi,,in its own
people.
Vanessa Williams deserves better treatment than that
she has undergone from some blacks who call themselves
her "brothers and sisters". They must learn to accept her
as'a member of the black "family" who has stretched the
black race into an area never thought possible-the reign a s
the premier beauty in America. All black Americans should
be proud of the manner in which she is representing them;
therefore, Ms. Williams deserves total appreciation of all
blacks. She won because of her talent, her brains, and her
beauty. She did not win, a s some blacks have asserted, to
relieve the pressure on pageant officials for a black Miss
America or because she is a lightskinned
black woman.
EBONY mentioned the fact that going into the pageant,
Ms. Williams had already won the preliminary swimsuit
and talent competitions; therefore, she was not chosen as a
last resort to garner increased attention. Blacks should
realize and accept the significance of the new Miss America
and begin to show her their appreciation and support.
Vanessa Williams is proof that the racist, tension-filled
days of the 1960's are quickly diminishing. Black
Americans are reaching new neights. Even though some of
these black achievers may be light-skinned, they are still
classified as black. Ms. Williams cannot help it if she has a
light complexion. Why should anyone hold it against her?
She is a symbol of the growth of quality between all races
in America. Therefore, blacks should stop resenting the
Caucasian features of Vanessa Williams and begin to accept her winning the title as a moral victory for the entire
black community.

1 Traffic congeetion : growing problem
2

By FACI' CASEY
How long will it be before
the administration of this
university does something
about the growing problem
with traffic on our campus?
So far the answer has been
pave more parking lots.
The geographical area of
our campus is beautEli1 and
we cannot allow anymore of

its beauty to be paved over.
Traffic is already a problem
because car::~;ss roads and
city roads simply are not
capable of handling the
amount of vehicles traveled
on them when school is in
session.
Other universities in the
state such as the University
of Alabama and the

University of Auburn have a
reasonable solutior? to this
problem. First, they do not
allow freshmen to park on
campus except for one
centrally located parking lot.
Freshmen may drive on
campus but are not allowed
to park. This gives Inore
space for commuters to park
and cuts back on terrsic

buildup. I think this could be
one answer for JSU. By
aii$.~wingfreshmen, and
pssibly sophomores, to park
only in parking lots in the
dormitory areas, the number
of cars driven to and from
classes wouid decrease
enormously. 1 know that the
(See TRAFFIC, Page 6 )
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Letters To The Editor
Dear Editor and Attention
Associate Editor,
This is in regard to the
cancellation dt the SGA
meeting that was scheduled
for Monday night at 19:OO
hrs. on February 6, 1984. It
seems the
notorious
executive officers, of our
SGA deemed it unnecessary
to inform the SGA Senators
of cancellation of the said
meeting. However, the
cancellation of the meeting
was appropriate and for a
good cause (supporting the
basketball team during the
SGA sponsored "Gamecock
Intimidation Week"). Yet,
we feel that was no excuse
for the lack of consideration,
organization, and
preparation on the part of
the executive officers. There
were a number of ways the
problem could have been
avoided, the simplest
solution would have be& to
call all the senators-the
executives have our phone
numbers or they could have
placed notices in OW P. O.
boxes. or better vet
thev
"
could have announced t&
cancellation a t the SGA
meeting on Monday January
~

-

7 ~-

~~

~~

~

~

~ - -

d

I

"Intimidation Week" for the I would like to thank the
University Administration,
rousing support.
Saga Meal Service, and the
I won't attempt to mention student body for their s u p
names since so many people, port in our recent war
groups, and organizations against
Troy
State
were working so hard University. The University
together to make this ex- provided housing, a feast
citing week a reality.
hall, and the IM fields for
~mmrulition
battle. Saga provided
We have faced many cooking pots, trays and other
At the Pete Mathews coliseum, students should have the
large, vocal crowds on the
utensils that were essential possibility of exercising and using the facilities which are
r,d
around the
but for the preparation of food. provided. Students could if the inventory were maintained
no one can match the en- And last but not least, thank I in good condition.
thusiasm and support
Let's take the dance studio, for example. The reflective
everyone showed during the you to the student body of
JSU for your support. The mirrors are multiplied. Half of the wooden floor is torn off.
last week.
Canton of the Peregrine But the aesthetic point is not the most important. Many
1 exercise classes are very big and they need much space,
I found mysdf
wanting thanks you sincerely.
Lord Norton of Wellington, which is drastically reduced. The dance classes can only be
the West Georgia game to be
Canton of the Peregrine endured if the dancers wear heavy training boots because it
Over
I
have to
can hurt the legs seriously, if you don't wear them. And
the
and
filling the air.
that's not ideal for dance!
Could the material, which has been stored behind the
I speak for the entire STATEMENT OF
studio for more than two years now, be used for what it was
program in saying you really E D ~ D R W L POLICY
It is the policy of Chan- originally intended, to mend the floor...?
made us feel wanted, and I
hope everyone enjoyed the ticleer to publish only signed
letters to the editor.
week as much a s I did.
Sincerely,
(continued from Page 4)
Letters submitted are not
Coach Bill Jones
edited
for
grammatical,
P. S. We invite everyone at
freshmen and sophomores ride bicycles.
the week's games to come spelling, or structural errors will complain, but it is only
back for our remaining two in any way. Students and because we as a student body The administration should
games
Feb. 16 and Feb. 25. faculty are encouraged to are spoiled, ~t ridiculow take action a s soon a s
submit letters to the editor. how many students drive possible because the longer
cars a few hundred yards they wait, the worse the
J&W.S
Lord Norton
from
to Glass. problem will be next
for
expresses
Letters from students Studentsdorms
should be en- Semester and the next, and
bear the writer's
Tntmuhhn'
appreciation must
student number, while letDear Editor:
WANTED: Success-oriented, self-motivated individual
On behalf of the Canton of ters from non-students must
To the JSU Studeint Body:
bear the writer's address to work 2-4 hours per week placing and filling posters on
On behalf of the basketball the Peregrine, Order of and telephone number.
campus. Earn $500-plus each school year. 1+243-8679.
players and staff, I want to Praeda Gallus, of the Society

Furthermore, why didn't
the executive officers
reschedule the meeting to
another night, rather than
assuming there was not a
need to meet during 13 Feb19 Feb. Is this just another
event in a series of inept and
unorganized events our
execitive officers have
steered and guided us into?
The executive officers are
supposed to be "leaders", so
lead; that is: get organized,
prepared, and plan ahead.
In the future, executive
officers, these Senators
would appreciate being
notified of any "last
minute", "spur of the
moment," and "wild hair"
meeting cancellations. We
now leave the executive
officers with this paraphrase
from our infamous V.P.: be
different for once, be
organized!
Respectfully,
Mike Johnson
Efram Clark
Richard Green
Edward Underwood
SGA Senators

I

questioned

I T*

thanks

..
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Bennetts perform in 'Streetcar' 25 years apart
By W T H A RI'KH
Tara Bennett is following in her father's footsteps a s she
steps into the role of Blanche in the production of "A
Streetcar Named Desire."
Her father, Jim Bennett, was part of the cast in 1959 when
the same production was done here at JSU. He played the
role of Steve Hubble, the man living above Stella and
Stanley.
When Tara found out that she had the lead female role,
she called home collect and said, "This is from Blanche
DuBois. He knew exactly what I meant," Tara said of her
father's reaction. Tara would have tried out for the part
anyway, but her father's excitement and enthusiasm added
extra encouragement.
Tara explains that her father was never big in drama,
"but he did everything there was to be done on campus
while he was here." She then laughs, "Including a lot of
things that he should never have done!" Along with his list
of extra activities on campus, he was at one time the editor
of the newspaper.
Much like her father, Tara is very active in school. She is
a special education major, but involved in numerous other
activities. Tara spends a lot of time in Mason Hall, as she is
a flutist in both Southerners and the Wind Ensemble. She is
also a member of Alpha Psi Omega, Delta Omicron, and
Phi Eta Sigma.
As if her schedule isn't N1enoug.5, Tara and her brother,
Dm,have formed a music ministry which keeps them both
busy. "He writes and I sing," she adds. They have a concert
coming up February 26,in their hometown, Birmingham.
Tara may not be a drama major, but drama is becoming

Tara's love and dedication to drama is brought to light
through her hard work and sacrifices. She is working with
Sam Canup, an actress from Anniston who played Blanche
in the local ACT production eight years ago.
Another preparation, quite different from any others, was
learning how to smoke. Tara tells a cute story about this
particular character requirement. "I searched at Wal
Mart for some mild cigarettes," she remembers. Having a
worker help her, Tara found some cigarettes that she could
practice wi* and use on stage. "I practiced in front of a
mirror, trying to make it look natural." That's apparently a
hard task, as Tara admitted, "My roommate just laughed
at me."
At one time they were going to bleach Tara's already
blonde hair. "Luckily we found a wig," she said with a
smile of relief. However, Tara expresses that she would do
almost anything that was needed for portraying her
character. She's already doing 'things that are f a r
from her personality. Blanche curses; whereas Tara
probably doesn't know the meaning of most curse words.
Costume changes take place on stage, and although Tara is
not naturally shy, she's modest enough for the skimpiness
of the costumes to cross her mind. She keeps the old cliche
in mind, "It's not me, it's the character."
Being cast in the same play, 25 years apart, has given
special meaning ts this father daughter relationship.
J
i
m Bennett went on to work for The Birmingham Mews
after leaving college. With a degree in biology and the idea
of becoming a doctor in mind, Bennett came close to
receiving a PhD and suddenly decided to become a journalist. He is currently a member of the Alabama Senate and

-

-

Blanche DuBois
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Ice cream hits Peachtree
as new High Museum opens
By GABRIELE
PROMITZER

What does white, whipped
cream on a piece of
chocolate cake remind you
of?
Since recently, I have s
new association with it. The
new High Museum Atlanta
with its shining brightness
always reminds me of a big
scoop of sweet white cream.
Associating Peachtree
Street with a piece of
chocolate cake asks for a
little more fantasy. Is it the
dark color of both of them
with a thick white scoop on
it? Probably, but in
preparing to see a museum,
use your creativity!
This very creativity has
been generously used by
architects, and the building
has turned out to be a sight in
itself. When I think of a
museum, until now there has
always lived in my
imagination an old building
with high dark rooms, the
feeling of dullness and invisible dust all around. Deep
inside of me HMA - High
Mmeum Atlanta - is just
the contrbry.It is brand new
(opened l6st fall), has high
roofs - or a more apt
reference "spaces", in
which natllral or sometimes

electric light is used as an
interesting new dimension to
create a certain atmosphere.
Why do I call the rooms
"spaces"? The whole inside
of the HMA is open, without
doors. White walls in v-shape
and single walls are used to
divide each floor. Sometimes
you can see through a
"window" in one wall and
catch a pretty view. The
hght plays games on the
walls and urges you simply
to "remark" it, to see the
sunshine coming in through
the window and observe him
painting his pictures, his
shadows on the wall. Surprised by this discovery, you
turn a corner and see a
completely different style of
painting and artists.

piace. It is a special place uniting architecture, art.
iight and color to make a
special aesthetic impression.
Each floor is a separate
~ ~ o creating
c o these
~
same elevents that result
in a universality of purpose.

I became sensitive to all
the little signs and hints. My
biggest fear, fortunately,
was not fulfilled: I surely
didn't get bored! I was
always looking forward to
the next corner and what
would be hidden behind it.
The museum has even
included little children and
furnished an interesting
place for them. Stepping
down to the first Boor, I was
welcomed by a gigantic
metal tongue, looked at by
The exhibits range from an enormous eye and could
furniture of three-four hardly identify a huge hand.
centuries to ceramics, Just like a little kid, I
crystal native a r t from discovered my five senses
various countries, to pain- again and was thrilled by
tings, photography and experiencing them through
printmaking. You don't games and by smelling,
become bored in this hearing, seeing, feeling and
building. If you don't like touching consciously. Train
Manet, Monet or Chip- your senses like this before
pendale chairs, you simply you go to any other floor, and
move on to another floor, be you look at art differently.
welcomed by an over- You'll look at the exhibits as
dimensional "mobile" on the they were meant to be as
4th floor, for example, where special expressions permodern art has found ~ t sceived of the sense.

Ritch Observations

Winter games display art
Every four years
forrnance, hard work and training come
together for benefit of sports, politics and
entertainment. The big event is, of course,
the 1984 Olympics.

sh

sport. Although I can respect the difficulty,
it's almost too beautiful to be classified as
anything but art.

--

I look forward to watching the athletes
"go for the gold", but it's m ~ r than
e a sport
and competition to me. I'm not from an
athletic oriented family, SO what 1 enjoy
most is the art of the sports and the
sports like ice dancing and figure skating.
How easy they make everythmg look: I
enviously watch them, knowing good and
well that it's not so easy and smooth as they
make it appear. I've attempted to ice skate
before, but I couldn't come close to any of
those elegant moves.
The judges and I must see different
performances. I would highly rate every
skater out there, for 1 see little difference in
quality and talent among all of the competitors. It always surprises me to see a
couple receive low scores because their
performance was usually just as beautiful
and ca~tivatingas the one befare. 1 can
hardly looh' at skating as a 'cuiripetitive

One thing I can't stand to see is the really
obvious mistakes. It's not that I expect
perfection. I can relate to the disappointment that must be felt and 1 feel sorry
for them.
There's so much pressure put on the
olympic participants. They want to do their
best, but more important, their whole
counm wants them to do their best. That
may be a heavy load to carry, but it's what
makes the Olympic games the emotional and
physical
thatthey are.
amnit
Compefition is healthy,
but when
1
how
I was
Peter
carrutheis, of a USA figure skating team,
was more excited about the crowd response
than he was about the scores he and his
sister had received. "Aw, the heck with the
scores!" he exclaimed with a wide smile,
"This crowd is great! It was such fun out
there!"
A lot can be gained fkom the olympic
games for both those who compete and for
those who observe. It's an event that's entertaining and competitive on the outside,
emotional and educational on the inside. It is
political also, which, hopefully, is as
beneficial to n a t i o ~ sand. individuals as
every o @ e ~aspect of the games. . - : .
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Reviews
~ o c a students
l
shine in ACT'S 'Damn Yankeesg
By WENDY EDEN
The Jacksonville State
connection shone brightly
Thursday night in the Anniston Community Theater
debut of "Damn Yankees" to
an enthusiastic audience.
Eric Traynor, music major
and Laura West, theater
graduate, led a talented cast
through a spirited performance of the popular
Adler-Ross Broadway
musical.
Based on ihe Douglass
Wallopp novel, The Year The
Yankees Lost The Pennant,
Traynor sang and danced his
audience-appealing way
through the role of Joe
Hardy, a young baseball
"phenom" who is leading the
ill-fated Washington
Senators to an American
League championship over
the "hated" New York
Yankees. West is the
voluptuous Lola, protege of
the Devil, who vamps Joe to
retain his soul for Lucifer.
Lola unleashes all of her
feminine charms singing and
dancing "Whatever Lola
Wants."
Joe's agreement with the
Devil has changed him from

an aging realestate man
into a rookie sensation. Keith
Owens, Mr. Applegate alias
the Devil, takes Joe's
opening lines seriously, "I'd
sell my soul for a long ball
hitter."
Music Director Barbara
Stauffer, who also plays
journalist Gloria Thorpe,
intent on investigating Joe's
background has produced a
pleasing blend of Broadwaytype sounds. When Manager
Benny Van Buren played by
Don Des Roches escorts his
Senators to play the
Yankees, tough "You Gotta
Have Heart" harmonizes
from the chorus of team and
cheerleaders. The ballad
"Near to You" performed in
a duet with Hardy and his
unsuspecting wife played by
Carly Stahl is a haunting
beautiful example of the
Broadway love theme.
Traynor and Stahl do a
beautiful job of complementing each other.

Stauffer. From the opening
chorus where housewives
decry their baseball fanatic
husbands to the antics of the
Senators themselves led by
Don Carlton as a rotund
catcher; "Rocky," along
with Ed Coleman, Jerry
Gibson, Tom Hall, Robert
Smith, Mark Stephens and
their cheerleaders - Claudia
Andrews, Sherry Blanton,
Beth Freeman, Georg
Jurkowich, Sue Palmer and
Nana Waldrip - "Damn
Yankees" is fun filled. This
is particulary effective in
"Two Lost Souls" at
Lucifer's Lair where tortured movements display
how the "Devil made me do
it."
Lois Stahl and Judy Clark
provide comedy spots
throughout as the star struck
duo hounding Joe Hardy with
Lois' line, "Get your hands
off
me
you,
you
Republican," bringing the
biggest laugh of the night.

However, it is the active
The remainder of the cast
movement provided by
choregrapher Barry Mundy including JSU's own George
that really carries the show Whitesel contribute talented
dong. Mundy is misted by support to the musical.

Director Doug Andrews
has contributed his usual
talented touches by opening
the show with Gray Hunter,
ACT president, throwing out
the first ball.

peri;ussions; and Rick
Sargent, bass performed
admirably.

auditorium of Johnston
Elementary School replaced
the usual Noble Street
location. Whatever the
As Andrews pointed out verdict, the combination of
earlier, "This is an ex- JSU personalities, Anniston
perimedtal production to feel talent, and Broadway appeal
The trio of Luanne the response to doing shows produced an entertaining
Burkett, piano; Tracy Tyler, in a bigger theater." The evening.

MONKEY SHINE
By Michael Stewart
Freudlich Books, N. Y. 1983
Everyone gets it in basic psych. class. The
old behavior modification routine, reinforcement, whatever. In Monkey Shine, a
new novel by Michael Stewart, the theory
goes one step beyond animal conditioning to
a primatehuman symbiosis that breeds
evil.
Allan Mann begins the novel as an
olyrnpic prospect, a dedicated runner
striding his way through the academic
world of running. Then a tragic accident
reduces him to a cripple unable even to end
it all.

arms and legs. Armed with a pain pack that
regulates the animal's behavior, Allan
begins a process of education which links
human to primate.
Then a stream of sinister, violent events
begins to affect Allan's world. Vengeful
deeds occur with increasing dolence. and
Ella, the monkey, assumes propo&ions
mindful of a Steven King creation.
Stewart has woven an imaginative chain
of events that leads the reader in a twisted
path to the painful conclusion. This is no
great character study of a crippled athlete
vying with courage and fate; neither is it the
bizarre occurrence of a side-show animal
moving murderously through a sea of
victims.
The author has chosen to take a
relationship which has been achieved in
reality and uses it to tell an exciting
narrative.
Monkey S p e is creative and interesting.
Hopefully Stewart will give us a new thriller
soon.
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Reagan? Mondale? Boy George? $
4

Which potential presidential candidate

4
4
4

do JSU students support? Read on....

4
4
4
4
4
4

*4

*

Name: Doug Walker
Which presidential hopeful do JSU
Name: Tarnmy Steed
Candidate: Boy George (write-in)
Party: Democratic
Party: Democrat
students support? A survey of 26 senior
W?: (S)he7sgot it all together
Name: Missi Thacker
Candidate : Gerald Willis
4 education majors shows Ronald Reagan to Candidate: Jesse Jackson
Party: Democrat
4 be the overwhelming favorite in the 1984 Why?: Jackson's liberal ideas are needed Why? : Because my best friend's husband
4 election. Of those surveyed, 19 students to counterbalance the drastic swing to the is his son.
4
support Reagan and 3 back Fritz Mondale, right. After a drought, you c a use a lot of
4
Name : Wayne Smoot
4 while Jesse Jackson, Gerald Willis, John water.
Party: Independent
4
4 Glen, and Boy George all got one vote each.
Candidate: Reagan
4
The survey asked for the respondent's
Why?: I don't believe any of the 4
Name: Mike Sirns
name, political party or stance, the candemocratic candidates have the personality 4
Party:
Democrat
didate he supported, and why. Four
or ability to be effective presidents.
John Glen
4
4 respondents did not include their names. Camlidate:
his
and
my
ideas
Why?:
Partly
because
4
4 Responses selected from the remaining 21 are compatible and partly because the
4 are printed below.
Name: Gene Parker
choices of candidates are slim.
Party: Republican
4
Candidate: Reagan
4
Name: Timothy H. Sawyer
Why?: Because I like his foreign wlicy,
Party: Republican
Name: Carla Lee
his efforts to cut the budget through 4
Candidate: Ronald Reagan
Party: Republican
streamhung social prbgrams, and his 4
4 Why?: He'd done as well as I think Cand!date: Ronald Reagan
advocation of a strong defense.
4
4 anyone could have done in the past four Why?: I feel he has done more for our
4 years and I think he will do as well (and reputation as a nation than anyone since
4
4 probably better) than any of the other Nixon. Reagan has shown that we are once
Name: Susan Levinson
Name: Joy G. Turner
4
4 candidates. He has been strong, declwve, again a major world power and that we Party:
Republican
Party
:
Democrat
4
4 and won't be pushed around (by other world won't be pushed around by anyone. We can Candidate: Reagan
Candidate: Reagan
4
4 powers, or by Congress). I have been in take pride in being Americans.
%Noone
deserve
Why?: I don't think an administration theWhy?:
problws
thatshould
he,s len
br to
his inherit
ned 4
4 fairly consistent agreement with Reagan's As far a s his improving the economic change
would be advantageous to America
4 policies, and generally agree with his situation of our nation, he has done an
successor.
now.
4 political ideologies.
outstanding job.

*
**

*

**
**

*++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++
Student extravaganza

SGA sponsors talent show
A Talent-Fashion Extravaganza is being
sponsored by the Student Government
Association March 5.

The event, a first for the SGA, is pointed
towards student involvement on campus.
"We want to gain the interest of the
student," said Cynthia Thomas, chairperson
in charge.
Talents of all kind are to be invited to
become a part of the spectacle. A $10 entry
fee is necessary, but should be paid after a
display of talent, February 20. The display

of talent will determine who will be seen in
the formal show at the Leone Cole
Auditorium.
Community leaders and faculty will judge
the event and cash prizes totaling $175 will
be given to the top three contestants. A
fashion interlude featuring students will
take place between the acts to bring an
upbeat pace to the event.
'"We would like to encourage students to
attend," said Thomas. An admission fee of
$1.00 ddl be charged and all entries are to be
turned in by 4 p.m. February 17.

CDCS Forum

Communication workshops offered
By SANDY
FORTENBERRY
The personal problems
that people have every day
frequently stem fsom their
inability to express their
feelings or to communicate
their interests and desires to
others who are important to
them. person-to-person
co-uniation
is one of the
most essential of human
capacities. Each day we
must satisfy our emotional
and social needs by interacting effectively with
other people.
Improvements in social
ski]ls.allowusbmoreeffectively pursue interests,
exploit opportunities, and to
live more emotionally
rewarding lives. Successes
in ow social life shape more

effective communication
skills.
'I'hereare two reasonswh~
people have problems expressi% themselves. Some
people have never learned to
express emotions because
have
been
to appropriate models
amo% family and friendsAnother cause of problems in
emotional and social expressiveness comes from
environmental Stress Or
Sit~ational events which
interfere with and inhibit
one's interpersonal expressiveness.
Assertive behavior
enables people to act in their
Own best interests, to stand
up for themselves without
undue anxiety, and to
exercise their rights without

denying the rights of others.
Assertive individuals defend
their own rights and respect
the rights of others, in
contrast with passive individuals whose rights are
violated and who are taken
advantage of, or aggressive
individuals who violate
others' rights and take advantage of others. Assertive
individuals take an active
part in their work and social
life; they choose and achieve
goals, but not at the expense
of others.
Career Development and
Counseling Services will hold
assertive training workshops
to help individuals develop
self-expression and personal
effectiveness.For more information, come by CDCS,
107 Bibb Graves.
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601 South Pelham Road
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MINI BRHKFAST BAR

Eggs, grits, homefries, gravy and biscuits, small juice.

I
I

ALL YOU CARE TO EAT

I

I Good Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday Only
I
WITH COUPON
L I I I I - I I I I I I I I I ~ I I I I I - I ) - I - I I I I I . I ) I

I:
=I
I

--- --.ANY COM8lNATlON - - - - - - -

'Steak
I
Sandwich Combo Reg. 4.39
fi Ham 8 Swiss Combo Reg. 5 . 3 9
I
I

I

I

I

I

Roast Beef Combo Reg. 4.39
flounder Combo Reg. 5.39
All include soup, salad bar
and choice of potato

,,,m-,--.mB

I
I

. I
I
I

$

Good Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday from 5-8 pm
WITH COUPON!

3 89

SOUP & SAUD BAR

1
I
I

-------

36 item salad bar.
: Good ~ o n d a i ,Tuesday,

I

1
I

8, Wednesday from 11-2 and 5-8

r

G O O D ONLY WITH COUPON
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TAUERN POOL
TOURNAMENT
Is Coming To

Brother's
With Your Chance To Win Prizes And Advance
To Area And Regional Tournaments For b t r g
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Oraanizations

ODK symbolizes leadership, success
By GABRIELE PROMlTZER
The gresk name Ho Daph-no-ko-mos kuk'10sstands for "The Laurel Cifcle" -which is
better known as Omicron Delta Kappa,
National Leadership Honor Society. The
emblem is a symbol for success achieved in
worthy undertaking.
Founded in 1914 at Washington and Lee
University in Lexington, Virginia, the
Society was created to recognize outstanding student leaders, as well as to
cooperate on a unique basis with faculty and
staff members. Omicron Delta Kappa sees
its aim as uniting students from all
departments according to the five stars on
tine emblem symbolizing scholarship,
athletics, social and religious activities,
journalism and the creative and performing

arts.
Upon entering Omicron Delta Kappa,
every member has the possibility of growing
and i m ~ r o v h ghis abilities. Accordkg to the
statutes nt ?he S Q ~ ~ P ~ Y
"self
,
a
composite of the hand, the heart and the
spirit, as well as the mind". The activities of
Omicron Delta Kappa support this
statement.
Biweekly a business and speaker
meetings are held. At the speaker meeting
people from all areas of social life share
their experiences and their knowledge with
the members of Omicron Delta Kappa.
Recently a business ConSUltant appeared
before the Society for which he would have
charged a firm $600 Per participant! In
these seminars everybody has the

possibility of enlarging his horizon and
strengthening his ability as a leader.
But these seminars are not the only activity sponsored by Omicron Delta Kappa.
Every other year the National Convention is
held. This year the event will take place in
Birmingham March 23-25, 1984. The
Jacksonville Circle will help in organizing
this important event.
Besides this Convention a provincemeeting is held in every alternating year.
This province in the Southeast states consists of Mississippi and Alabama. "In fact,
we are one of the most active circles in the
province", notes Dr. Horsfield, faculty
advisor.
This remarkable activity is now proven in
the membership-campaign of Omicron

Delta Kappa. Each faculty, staff and
student member has applications which he
can hand out to people who are interested in
joining this National Honor Society. Once
you've become a lifetime member, you're a
part of a nationally recognized society.
Omicron Delta Kappa in this area was
formed
in 1978. Fourteen
and
faculty members
signed thestudent
charter.
The
Nrrent president is
Moare,
The main purpose of Omicron Delta
Kappa is supported by two awards made
every spring. One is the nomination of a
member of this circle for the National
Award as "Leader of the Year". The other
one is the Ernest Stone Award for the most
outstanding leader in this circle.

Frats' plans announced
I

3

The Home Economics Department recently held opec house for faculty, students,
a d alumni. Students in attendance included, from left, Kim Townsel, Jeanene Cibbs,
Kathy Moore, and Jim Lloyd.

Pi Kapp supports PUSH
By MIKE GIBSON
Pi Kappa Phi will be raising money for its
national philanthropy project, PUSH (Play
Units for the Severely Handicapped) next
Thursday and Friday in Jacksonville. This
year's fund raising efforts will consist of the
traditional road block and solicitation of
local businesses. Later in the semester, a
dunk-a-thon is scheduled to raise further
money.
The chapter has created the Vance McNeil ,4ward for the local business which
contributes the most money to PUSH. Vance
was a Pi Kappa Phi from JSU who died of
Hodgkin's disease earlier this month.
Project PUSH is a unique service project
created by and funded solely by Pi Kappa
Phi fraternity. The "PUSH unit", as it is
col'nrnonly known, is a sensory-motor

stimulator for a severely handicapped child.
Since such a child cannot enjoy what we
would consider "normal" play, the PUSH
unit fills this void.
The most recent PUSH unit was placed in
Atlanta last spring. Pi Kapps from JSU
attended the dedication ceremony which
was covered by the local media.
The Delta Epsilen chapter of Pi Kappa
Phi has received several national awards
for its fund raising efforts. This included last
year's President's Club plaque for a $1000
contribution.
Pi Kapp is proud of its role w~ththis
project and hopes that students, local
residents, and merchants will respond to its
efforts, according to chapter president, Erv
Sherer.

By RANDY FAIR
News of formals and annual parties
highlighted this week's fraternity news. As
always, the campus fraternities have many
spring parties and the formal is always the
largest.
Sigma Nu will be holding their formai
April 6-8 at Joe Wheeler State Park. The
Sigma Nus are happy to announce the addition of two new pledges, Steve Tanner and
Greg Williams. The week was highlighted
by a party with the Sigma Nus from West
Georgia following the game Wednesday
night and a Valentine's Party thrown by the
little sisters Friday night. Brother of the
week last week was Alan Kerr, and Greg
Williams and Dave Sylvia were selected
pledges of the week. Jackie Butler was
chosen as little sister of the week.
The members of Pi Kappa Phi are back
from an exciting formal in Gatlinburg.
Brother of the month is Phil Westbrook. The
Pi Kapps gained two pledges during wildcat
rush : Kelvin Harnil and Mark Rosier. This
brings the number of spring pledges up to
ten.

Alpha Tau Omega threw their annual
Whore and Pimp party last Thursdaj. The
Ato's also gained 23 new little sisters: Tracy
Pollard, Kim Mathews, Tarnmi Spangenberg, Janet Godwin, Lori Jones, Tamara
Holland, Jan Gentle, Judy Whelpley, Teresa
~ogers,"Christina Morton, Debbie Chambers, Susie Ikard, Candy Tugera, Linda
Gordon, Dawn Beasley, Suzzane Taylor,
Kelly Wolfe, July Whitworth, Chanda
Charles, Hope Miles, Sonja Burttram,
Amanda Laminack, and Jenny Bundrick.
Little sister of the week was Becky Beleu.
Kappa Alpha's week consisted of aiding
Gamecock Intimidation week by having an
open party before the West Georgia game.
The Ka's also had a mixer with the Phi Mus
from West Georgia after the game. Brother
of the week was Dewaune Shumate.
Campus fraternities competed last week
with other organizations in Gamecock Intimidation Week. Pi Kappa Phi came out on
top for fraternities by being selected runner
up. Also, all the fraternities are looking
forward to competing in Greek Week which
will be held the week following spring break.

CIEE offers opportunity
The Council on International Educational
Exchange (CIEE), the
largest student travel
organization in the U. S., is
offering young people the
opportunity to work overseas
this summer as volunteers
on service projects aimed at
helping local communities.
Free room and board help to
keep participation costs
mnirnal.
"It met and surpassed all
my expectations," was the
reaction of one participant in
last year's
program.
Although work camps have
been operating in many
parts of the world for more
than 30 years, they are still a
relatively new concept in the
Unlted States. They attract
y o ~ n gpeople trom all over
the world, provirfing them
with the chance to live and
work together on a wide

range of projects.
"We had no plumbing or
electricity and slept in a
barn, but I think that made
us better as a group because
we really had to work
together and help each
other," reported a volunteer
who helped convert an old
barn into a community room
(Denmark).
Other projects included
clearing an avalanche on the
side of a mountain (Switzerland); performing farm
chores at an antidrug camp
( S w e d e n ) ;
and
housecleaning
at
the
Technical Institute a t
Gdansk (Poland).
Except for a modest
program fee of $100, there is
no cost other than the airfare
- and even that expense
may be reduced by special
student and youth tares
ava~lable through the

Council.
Work camps, usually two,
three or four weeks in
duration, are available in
Belgium, Czechoslovakia,
Finland, France,
Germany, The Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Spain,
Sweden and Switzerland. A
howledge of German is
helpful for placements in
G
; 1a n
a
requirements apply in
France and
Volunt,rs must be at least
years old (except in
many, which accepts 16year-olds). Application
deadline is M~~ 19M.
For more information on
the program, write or phone:
CXEE, PR-WC, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10017,
(212) 661-1414; or 312 Sutter
Street, San Francisco, CA
94108, (415) 4213473.
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Alabama Institute receives largest gift ever
announced just a few days ago that the
campaign had reached the $200,000 mark
toward a goal of $500,000. These volunteers
eclude a number of well known Alabama
citizens including Charley Boswell, Bill
anonymous donor.
Jack Hawldns, Jr,, President of the Crawford, and Bill Stegall, Birmingham;
Institute said of the gift, ,,This contribution Judge Hardy McCollum, Tuscaloosa; Mrs.
comes from an organization represented by Evlyn Samford, Opelika; Todd Strange,
persons who are sincere and caring and will Montgomery; Dr. Ellis Porch, Arab and
enable us to move forward with construction Garry Smith, Talladega.
The Institute has not had a chapel since
of a chapel for students at the Institute who
1911
when the building containing it was
are deaf, blind, and deaf-blind. It is an
demolished
and not replaced. The proposed
answer to the prayers of many volunteers,
will provide a center for
faculty, and staff, as well as our students
who recognize the need for a place of worship, Bible study, spiritual counseling,
and a meeting place for such campusspiritual concentration at the Institute."
'labam'
have oriented organizations as the Fellowship of
worked for more than a year to raise the Christian Athletes. It will contain a sancnecessary funds for the chapel and it was
T ~ L L A D ~ G ~ - T hlargest
e
single gift
ever received by the Alabama Institute for
Deaf and Blind was announced today with
the receipt of a $zO,OOOcontribution from an

rooms on two floors which will be used by
the clergy and volunteers. Currently, all
Sunday School activities at the Institute are
coordinated by Talladega businessman,
Robert Weaver, who has served a s the
planning committee chairman for the
chapel project.
All donations for the structure must come
from the private Sector as no state
allocations may be used for such a project.
G a r y Smith, Talladega, is serving as the
chairman of the fund-raising campaign.
Mr. Smith said, "Now that we have
reached the $450,000 point toward our goal
for the building, it is gratifying to know that
a chapel at the Institute will be a reality. A
lot of hard work has been done by the
faculty, staff and volunteers in planning and

much needed for those students who have
the desire to take advantage of the spiritual
training which will now be available through
a chapel."
He added, "It is comforting, too, to know
that such outstanding individuals as those
who make up the organization giving this
anonymousgift are supporting the Institute.
They have set the standards for giving to an
institution which so capably addresses the
needs of the sensory impaired of Alabama
through theleadership of Dr. Hawkins. It is
an institution which merits the support of all
Alabamians."
Architects for the chapel are Moss and
Associates, Birmingham. Contributions to
complete the chapel may be sent b the
AIDB Foundation, Inc., P. 0. Box 698,

Zeta Tau Alpha hosts tea
By JULIE HOFFMAN
On Wednesday, February 8, Zeta Tau
~ l held
~ theh first~ annual ~~~~l~Tea.
Instructors from all the colleges of the
university were invited to attend the tea at
Sparkman Hall.
~h~ purpose of the tea was to show ap
preciation for Lie fine work Jacksonville
State University's faculty has done. It also
gave the Zeta an opportunity to visit with
their instructors in a setting other than the
classroom.
Sandy Jacoby, scholarship chair-,
did
an excellent job of coordinating the details
of the event. Dawn Lummus, president and
LaDonna Brittain, vice president, helped

with the preparations.
BY two o'clock that afternoon, the Zeta
chapter r'som was filled with conversation
members and Zetas'
between
PhilanDisplays about Zeta Tau
thropy, history, and other special interests
were displayed to give the instructors an
about.
idea Of what Zeta is
The refreshments were fresh
cheese Straws, doughnuts, and punch. They
Were Served by Donna Fuller, second vice
president.
It was an interesting and enjoyable day,
people who
and a time for
the futures
students at
Jacksonville State University-

---
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Thank you, Melvin!
Allen's 42 points give Jax State revenge
By STEVE CAMP
When it comes to summing
up last Wednesday's
basketball game between the
Gamecocks of Jacksonville
State and the visiting West
Georgia Braves, it can be
said in a mere two words:
Melvin Allen.
The 6-0 junior guard has
been red-hot as of late, piling
up 100 points in his last four
games prior to the night's
battle. Allen was the life
blood of Jax State as he
accumulated 42 points in the
Gamecock's 98-88 revenge
victory over West Georgia.
The victory was a nonconference win that raised
Jacksonville's seasonal
record to 17-3. The visiting
Braves dropped to 19-2
overall.
"Our players went to the
floor tonight with a revenge
factor," stated head coach
Bill Jones afterward. "They
(the Gamecocks) don't like
to get beat."
The contest was one of the
.best games that Jones' team
has had all year. The
Gamecocks, riding the
emotion of the largest crowd
in Jax State and Gulf South
Conference history, was in
total control for virtually the
entire affair.
Said Jones, "Other than
the crowd, our rebounding
was the key to our win."
Rebounding was exactly
what the home men did as
they outboarded the Braves
by a margin of 59 to 41.
The work horses for

Jacksonville were the guys
from Birmingham.
Sophomore Keith McKeller
cleaned the sheet on 16 occasions while junior Robert
Guyton claimed 14 retrievals
of his own.
The game had been hiped
up ever since January when
the Braves were victorious
over
Jacksonville
in
Carrollton. As early as 5:00
p.m., the fans from both
schools began jamming the
Coliseum.
By game time, the building
was rocking off the foundation. Both troops of fans
wanted nothing more than
for their selected squad to
blow their opponents out of
the arena.
The first session was a
running and gunning affair
from the opening tipoff.
Back and forth went the
teams like an oiled seesaw.
For the initial fifteen
minutes the lead never
exceeded 4 points. Neither
club could establish a
foothold of an advantage.
In the final 5 minutes of the
half, the Gamecocks' fullcourt pressure began taking
its toll on the guests. A final
push gave Jacksonville an
eight point margin at intermission, 52-44.
The final phase began
slow, but it took little time
for it to get rolling as well.
The Braves closed the gap to
a mere two points, but Jax
State hit the juice and ran
back out to a 6659 difference.

It appeared at that time
that the home team was
going to walk off with game
in hand. But a pair of costly
turnovers kept the visitors in
the hunt.
Midway through the half,
Roger Kaiser's team from
Carrollton found themselves
in serious foul trouble. All of
the Brave starters had
picked up 4 personals with
5:16 remaining to play.
When West Georgia lost
their leading scorer Derick
Jones and center Greg
Rabideaux, the Gamecocks
had assumed full ownership
of the controls, much to the
delight of the partison
Jacksonville crowd.
Jax State gradually built
the lead until they had an 11
point cushion, 9241,with two
minutes left on the clock.
Electrwing slam dunks by
both McKeller and Guyton
nailed the coffin shut. The
contest closed out at 98-88
Jacksonville.
Was Bill Jones happy?
Happy is not a just word for
the man's condition. During
a timeout late in the game,
Jones was up waving a towel
jubilantly joining in with the
crowd showing satisfaction.
"I wanted to let the crowd
know how much I appreciated the excellent fan
support we've received this
past week," he later commented.
Melvin Allen's 42 points
were definitely the difference,
but
every
Gamecock that walked onto

Melvin Allen lays in two points to the cause. The Junior guard had a total of 42 an
the l g h t .
the floor Wednesday night Dodger doubled prospect)
made a spectacular con- pitched in 15.
tribution. Guyton, Warren,
McKeller, Spurgeon; the list
The nonproductivity of
goes on and on.
Darrell Smith was the key to
the Braves' fall. The
In their losing cause, West tenacious Jax State defense
Georgia relied on the 26 collared the 6 7 junior to only
points of guard Derick lo points on the evening. He
Jones. Tim Criswell (an LA had scored over 20 in the first

meeting and had controlled
the glass.
What the fans witnessed
was a duel between two
exceptional basketball
teams. In a31 likelihood, the
two will meet again later in
the year. But this time, it will
be for all the marbles in the
National playoffs.

Lady gymnasts defeat Tar Heels in a thriller
Mto. Jacksonville's Jennifer
is courage when, after taking
from the top bar, she picked
4n,and finished her routine.
lone through in her 8.00.
i, and the lady Gamecocks
to North Carolina's 43.85.By
311 score was 132.45 to 130.95
.tition, the amr exercises,
,he event to the Tarheels by
ut the lead produced early was
:e the Carolinians.
lest high scores of all the events,
yeaking the 9.00 plateau. The high
tlced by both Tracey Bussey of
yke of the Tarheels.
be tougher, said Barbara Nolan
the toughest."
, Marilyn IIansder. commented,

"I had three out of four good events, but my endurance level
on the floor (exercise) was not that good." She was just
getting over a bout with the flu.
"We did have an awful lot of breaks," said head coach
Robert Dillard. "You can't expect the girls to be perfect."
Dillard also stated that the girls hung together.
The ladies have the next two weeks off before the joint
men's and women's meet with Radford University on
March 1. two weeks that they will spend correcting
mistakes'and getting routines sdidified says Dillard.
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If injurJ7-fI'ee,Abbott's
men will contend
By TIM QUICK
"Last year the baseball team enjoyed
their fmest year in history," according tc
Coach Rudy Abbott.

sports Editorial

Gymnastic program needs sparing
gym? How can anyone do his day one ot these JSU gymBy ROS-E
WEBB
or her best when feelmg the nasts will be competing m
JSU has been cancelmg
sports programs
and etfosts are m v a n ? Most the Olympics, g i m g the U.S.

some pride, showmg us we
left over the past year. What
When
you
stop
to
t
h
k
can "whup Russia". Getting
the gymnastics team, a
natlonauy ranked program, about it, supporting these too deep? Maybe. But the

The Gamecocks took the Gulf South
Conference title a year ago by beating
Valdosta State for a spot in the NCAA
Regional playoffs and the Little World
Series in Riverside, California.
With this fine team of last year, the
Gamecocks have a great deal to prove to
themselves and other members of the
conference.
The 1984 ~aseballteam is almost a totally
new team in comparison to last season. Only
two seniors and three juniors return from a
year ago with playing experience.
Several of the upper classmen signed with
major league teams and will pass up their
last year of eligibility.
~ccordingto head coach ~ u d y~bbott,,
Jax State has landed several top prospects.

men's team alone broke the
school record for points
scored in a meet durmg thelr
meet agamst UGA, then
broke that record at their
meet with William and
Mary. Both of these record
breakmg performances were
before a home crowd. But
wat. ..can a few taithtul fans
itephenson Gym be called a
crowd? AS a matter ot tact,

Clark

- 118 Dixon

those boxing ones each niqht.
those boxinq twice first niqht.

base.

Miller High Life Rock To Riches
February 23, 1984

With Rock To Riches Regional Champion

24 KARAT
Miller High Life Longnecks 90"
All Nite
Plus Rock To Riches Giveaways
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NEW SPRING MERCHANDISE
A R R I V I N G DAILY!!!

NEW SHIPMENTS OF
MEN'S SPRING
MERCHANDISE
ARRIVING DAILY

THE LATEST IN LADIES'
AND J U N I O R S DESIGNER
F A S H I O N CLOTHES!!
COME BY AND SEE
THE BEAUTIFUL SPRING
COLORS AND STYLES
AND A S A L W A Y S
AT KITCHIN'S

MONDAY

=

-

SATURDAY

9t30 6 PoMo

ANNISTON

JACKSONVILLE

